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am pleased to participate in public present the legal basis for data

discussion on the quality of data published by collection arid to recount the history of

statistical agencies Judging fran the dearth of such efforts

scholarly and public policy papers in the area
one would suppose there are no problems Those construct formal nodels of error in data

of us who are veterans of statistical agencies collections with special emphasis on

would suspect different conclusion The systematic bias nonsaxnpling error and

analysis of data quality is difficult tends to

result in heavy dull reports and makes nearly recarrtend alternative ways of collecting

everyone mad hope that this session will and verifying data based on the results

stimulate thinking into mare productive ways of of the error nodel

assessing and reporting data quality

My part of this discussion will be to describe Perhaps the mast lasting contribution of this

how my agency the Energy Infomtion j- work was the building of error nodels of energy

stration EIA ensures that the data series it industries Each error nodel was intended to be

publishes are what we intend than to be Given formal description of the data collection

the quantities that are to be estimated EIA together with an ethaustive error classification

approach to quality assurance is suninarized in schema error taxonany specific to the target

Figure We view quality assurance as con- industry

tinuous process involving evaluation reporting The starting point for these efforts was

findings to responsible managers and stinn.ilating schematic diagram of the stocks and flows both

change by researching and developing better in value and physical terms within the industry

mathods of doing our work establishing standards and across related industries Figure shows

and guidelines and detronstrating improved one such schematic for the natural gas industry

methods The starting point for quality at the national level The diagrams were the

assurance and the one will address today is agency formal concept of the industry

evaluation Sate of the hardest questions we ask structure The picture could be right or wrong
involve whether data collection is designed and but it was explicit and subjected to thorough

operated to meet its goals for relevancy con critical review The next step was to show

sistency and accuracy explicitly the intended measuretnant points
EIA relies on validation studies quality example is in Figure At this stage it was

audits and external data ccanparisons to address camnon to discover that the existing data collec

these issues The purpose of my talk is to tion made technological and institutional assump
describe the content of these activities to tions that were false Typically supply

illustrate the nature of the findings fran these sources were missed inplied measuretrents were

investigations and to cczment on their general not or could not be made or the definitions

strengths and weaknesses were found to allow excessive latitude Next
the rreasurettent means scales engineering esti

VALIDATIC1 STUDIES mating techniques grab and other samples

gauges etc were examined for repeatability
and reliability Concepts such as reserves

EIA was formed in 1977 which was tine of usable inventory minimum operating levels
Congressional and public skepticism about the

capacity and even production turned out to be
validity of energy data The new agency was elusive The final piece of the error taxoromy
charged with bringing together diverse groups was to examine the path of the data ran treasure-
fran across government to create coherent

Irent to reporting
National Energy Information System To underline The difficulty carte in quantitatively esti
its concern with the integrity of the data and

mating the individual errors and adding than up
forecasts the Congress took the extraordinary Quantifying certain errors involved extremely
step of creating the Professional 2Udit POVjOW

expensive audits of basic canpany records while
Team PNT to investigate the agencys the direction of specific errors was stable mag
performance PARP still reports annually to nitudes varied across canpanies and were highly
Congress EIA formal quality assurance sensitive to changes in tax law and accounting
activities began in an environment characterized

practice Even in those cases where the errors
by deep Congressional suspicion regarding the could be quantified no good neans was found for

validity of the data Congressional and public adding up offsetting errors
demands for policy relevant statistics and all

Consequently the error nodels never advanced
the problems of an agency pulled together fran to the point of yielding an estimate of such
dozen reluctant donors

things as the error in national gasoline produc
In response to these varied pressures EIA tion Nevertheless the discipline of attempting

developed the concept of validation study to build these trodels yielded worthwhile results
These ambitious studies were intended to

The fourteen validation studies canpleted

describe the history technology and during the period fran February 1979 through

institutional structure of the various September 1982 resulted in 148 discrete recom

energy industries nendations for EIA consideration Over half of
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the recartndations were adopted the others relatively low cost itans of detecting operating

were not adopted mainly because of price deregu problems and encouraging improved performance

lation cost and controversy over their tech

nical feasibility As shown in Table these EERNAL DATA CCt1PARISONS

recarrtndations were distributed across the areas

of definitions and categorization of industrial To ccnpliint the inwardlooking error ncdels
processes respondent understanding frases and quality audits EIA uses data canparisons as
editing and data processing global check on the plausibility of its esti

EIA no longer conducts full scale validation mates In each of the last years EIA has pub-
studies The agency has matured there is now lished studies which systematically ccznpare given
better understanding of the basic features of the EIA data series with those fran other agencies or
energy industries Cost is also an issue the those produced by different maans
studies typically started out costing around half

Comparisons with other series cannot address
million dollars There is also less pressure the issue of accuracy directly when there are

on the agency to challenge industry data In differences anong series the question of which
part this reflects the validation studies series is the nore reliable remains Neverthe
general finding that companies reports were

catparisons do indicate the range of esti
generally dependable mates from different iteasurenent approaches In

The idea of formally describing the data COl sa cases one can validly argue that the
lection and accounting for the sources of error various estimates bound the target values Can-
has survived EIA current practice is to pen parisons also detect changes in previously stable
odically rebuild the error inx1el in the light of

relationships anong series that may signal
technological an institutional changes This is trouble Of course if twe independent series
particularly important prior to beginning the

are found to correspond closely it increases
detailed design of new data collection The confidence in the accuracy of each
effort to quantify each and every potential error Sate of you may have heard 1enee Miller
and then aggregate up to total has been aban describe what we found last year in comparative
doned because of high costs and apparent tech-

assessnent of EIA petroleum and natural gas data
nical infeasibility Instead when an error At the risk of stealing bit of her thunder
category is believed to be significant special will use sa of her recent findings
studies of that particular problem are initiated Renee compared coal production data from the

EIA-7A form which is sent to all mines pro-
QUALITY AUDITS ducing 10000 or nore short tons year with

data from the Mine Safety and Health Admini
Once system is designed and built the stration MSHA and various state mining

emphasis switches to its operation EIA uses agencies She found that annual production

quality audits to determine whether respondent figures obtained fran MSHA were consistently
data is being properly and efficiently processed lower than those obtained from the EIA-7A survey
To large degree these audits are concerned frrm 1978 to 1982
with good housekeeping The existence and Investigation of the 1981 short tall of per-

accuracy of docunentation whether caiputer pro- cent in Illinois indicated that it was the

grams and edit checks work and are being used result of incanplete or inconsistent MSHA produc
nonresponse and item nonresponse followup are tion data for few mines For about three-

typical concerns The value of these audits is quarters of the mines reporting to both agencies
that they help ensure consistency of good prac MSHA figures were within percent of the EIA7A
tice through the life of the system by bringing figures By contract the relatively close 1981

operational problems to the attention of manage- figures for Virginia did not reflect good corres
nent pondence between the series For one mine the

The audits generally proceed in three phases MSHA tonnage was ten tixtes the ETh tonnage
In the firstdocurrentation is used to con- Excluding that mine resulted in an MSHA figure
struct workf low from data receipt through that was 94 percent of the EIA7A estimate in

publication which identified the major canponents 1981
of the system their purpose inputs outputs Unlike the MSHA data the estimates of

operations and interactions production ran the state agencies were generally
The second phase of an audit involves the can- larger than or almst equal to the EIA-7A

parison of actual system operations to the work estimates The discrepancies generally could be

flow constructed ran the docurrentation This is traced to
usually where the exciteirent begins The final

phase of an audit is to independently replicate Different definitions of coal production

system results and to evaluate selected practices for example raw versus clean coal

in the operations of the system production
In the last year and half we have canpieted

about dozen quality audits They are generally Different respondents to the data

done in 2- to 3-nonth period by contractors collections and

working for full tine governnent project

leader and cost on the order of $25000 each Reporting or processing errors in the

Table illustrates sate of the negative findings state mining agency data collections

ran four typical audits We do find sate good

things when we do we incorporate the good ideas While these results are generally encouraging

in standards and guidelines We believe that previous studies have detected problems with

these quality audits have been an effective fraires and survey design and have indicated
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situations when EIA data are Iwst likely to notion of formal error ncdel has been useful

diverge fran other series We have found these for ensuring that the data collection design is

canparisons to be an invaluable nans of better appropriate to the technology and institutional

understanding controlling and explaining our structure of the target industry Quality audits

data collections are the best single nans we have found of detec

ting deterioration in our data processing Corn-

CCNLUSIONS parative analyses are useful for assuring that

the data collection is producing reliable infor

This noiming .1 have discussed three kinds of
mation

evaluation reFxrts that EIA has conducted

Validation studies were helpful in educating the

agency about the specific problems of Energy Information Administration U.S Depart-

collecting reliable data in the various energy nEnt of Energy An Assessrrent of the Quality

supply industries and in assuring the public that of Selected EIA Data Series Coal and Electric

the basic data was trustworthy Although EIA no Power Data for 1977-1982 IXE/EIA 029283
longer conducts full scale validation studies the Washington D.C April 1984

FIGURE QUALITY ASSURANCE AT EIA

EVALUATE

__________ _________
REVIEW INDIVIDUAL COMPARE PRODUCTS SURVEY STATUS

PUBS /FORNS SYSTEMS WITH THROUGHOUT

MODELS OTHERS AGENCY

REPORT
FINDINGSJ

GOOD PRACTICE DEFICIENT

PRACTICE

PUBLICIZE SUGGEST REMEDIES

QUICK FIX TYPE

DETERMINE/DEVISE

PREFERRED PRACTICES

_______ ________
DEVELOP/REVISE DEVELOP NEW IMPROVE

RESEARCH STANDARDS OR ADAPT OLD ACCESSIBILITY

STATE OF ART ORDERS METHODOLOGIES OF INFORMATION

PROCEDURES

STIMULATE CHANGE

PROMULGATE GUIDELINES DEVELOP IMPLEMENTATION DETERMINE

SEMINARS GOOD EXAMPLES PLANS MONITOR TIME FOR

REEVALUATION
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Table Validation Study Recommendations by Functional

Categories

Number of

Number of Recommendations
Categories Recommendations Not Implemented

Implemented EIA Systems

Changes to Form Involving

Definitions and Cate
gorization of

Industrial Processes 21 20

Respondent Under
standing Instruc
tions Procedures 16 17

Frames list of

potential and

actual survey

participants 13

Changes to System Involving

Editing Procedures 16

Data Processing 14 17

Totals 80 68

Table Results of Four Audits

Problem Survey Audited

Publication tables were created

manually even though data processing
was automated

Components of the data system
such as source codes and JCL streams
were not organized consistent with EIA
standards

Statistical editing procedures
were not implemented correctly and

did not serve the intended purpose

Performance statistics were not

maintained for every survey cycle

Software to update basic survey
frame information was nonexistent

Software arid file structures did

not reflect changes in survey forms
for example gaps were found in each

data record causing waste in computer

resource utilization

Survey documentation was not

up to date
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